Heart transplant prescribed for student gov't

By HOWARD TOPPEL

Student fights for right of assembly

Test case now in court

Students were arrested by Lt. George Fonda's Civil Disturbance team for trying to overturn the reorganization of the Student Union building, the arrests were made, 10,000 students and faculty members were at the University for a demonstration.
This Sunday is the last official function of fraternity rush. All fraternity houses will be open from 2 to 4 P.M. and will be making mammoth attempts to impress freshmen. These fraternity houses will be braving all liberal attitudes in the fraternity system and about the attempts being made to change all of these discriminations which, despite claims to the contrary, still remain within the system.

The fraternities can do no more than half the fighting to eliminate discrimination. It would be impossible for a non-Jewish house to pledge a Jew if that house has never been violated by a Jew. Freshman rushes can determine whether the discriminatory vestiges in the present fraternity structure will be carried on into the Class of 1972.

Without giving a blanket endorsement to fraternities, we urge freshmen not to be swayed by a view of fraternity rush and not merely to imitate free punch, but to find out for themselves whether this is the type of rush they want. If you feel rush to rush, do not make the senseless mistake of limiting yourself to houses of your own religious persuasion.
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As a result of your front page article of September 30, Enos Zeta Beta Tau presently neither practices nor condones sectarian discrimination in its membership process. It encourages all men of high calibre, regardless of religion or political persuasion, to rush Zeta Beta Tau regardless of racial or religious background.
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Nixon leading in 35 states

Campaign 68

Nixon expected to carry District in its present Presidential Election with backing of former supporters of Sen. Robert F. Kennedy.

Nixon, backed by Kennedy's brothers previously producing Nixon's win, will arrive in Washington next week to introduce him to the Senate and House delegations. Nixon's campaign staff is now interviewing Senate leaders for support.

Alabama—Nixon now could carry state without Sen. John Kennedy, who was expected to carry state for Sen. Eugene McCarthy. Nixon is expected to carry state in three contests—Senate, House, and governor.

Arkansas—Nixon must carry state to win his first Senate contest, but he is expected to carry state in three contests—Senate, governor, and House.

Television
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Nevada—Polls show Nixon 10-to-12 percentage points ahead of Humphrey. Democratic Sen. Frank Church is given 20 per cent of vote at expense of both candidates. Nixon might expect to get. Muskie expected to stand. Wallace running one-two. Gov. Claude Evans. Sen. Warren G. Magnuson, expected to be re-elected. J. Ervin Jr. appears safe for re-election. House delegation now 25 Democratic, 14 GOP and one leaning, four others uncertain. All five Democratic Senate seats expected to remain Democratic. All five Democratic House Senate and House seats expected to remain Democratic. All five Democratic House Senate seats expected to remain Democratic.


Colorado—Nixon expected to reach or match 60,000-vote plurality in 1960. GDF Sen. Peter Dominick regular surveys indicate Republics are favored to hold Senate; will expect to do well in the state.

Delaware—Current polls show Nixon 10 per cent ahead of Humphrey, with Wallace strong third. Demo- crats are expected to hold Senate and House seats.

Des Moines—Nixon appears leader, with Humphrey close. Nixon expected to pull away. House lineup expected to remain Democratic.

Florida—Nixon, Sen. George McGovern's supporter, is expected to carry state in most contests—Senate, governor, House.

Illinois—Nixon expected to pull majority of Sen. Eugene McCarthy's supporters with Wallace running strong in traditionally Democratic areas. Nixon has a slim edge over Humphrey, with some major results.
it's insignificant, except that it has been interpreted by some as a form of non-cooperation. In fact, the practice of "heeling" is not without its critics. Some feel that it is an unnecessary and disruptive act that undermines the authority of the master and the respect for the dog. Others argue that it is a natural and instinctual behavior that should be encouraged to ensure the obedience and loyalty of the dog. Regardless of one's position on the matter, it is clear that "heeling" continues to be a topic of discussion and debate within the world of military science. As such, it remains important to stay informed about the latest research and developments in this area. It's worth noting that the military science community is constantly evolving, and new methods and techniques are being developed to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of military operations. It is essential for all military personnel to stay up-to-date with the latest advancements in this field in order to ensure that they are prepared for any challenges that may be presented to them. At the end of the day, "heeling" is just one small aspect of the larger and more complex world of military science. It's important to remember that no single issue, no matter how seemingly insignificant, should be taken for granted. Instead, we must remain vigilant and committed to learning and growing in this ever-changing field.
Honor Board and code now start fifth year

The internal and external University honor system is mentioned favorably by students and faculty members, according to Paul Morris, chairman of the Honor Board.

The system, in its fifth year, is designed to improve the academic and social climate on campus by teaching increasing student responsibility. It operates on the concept that the campus community, under the aegis of the Student Senate, is the best judge of what behavior is permitted and what behavior is not. Under the code, a student's ultimate responsibility is to recognize and act as a student and to recognize and act as a member of the University community.

The Board's function is to consider reports for opening up for the internal members, one junior secretary, and one member from the inter-university system. The Board members must take the initiative to require written consent of the applicant to be submitted to the Board of the Honors Faculty, the set of the Senate, or before Thursday, October 5.

The Board consists of 11 members, representatives of the six undergraduate schools. The Board investigates reported cases of undergraduate students and recommends the appropriate disciplinary action to be taken by school officials. Penalties range from a warning to suspension or expulsion.

In a crisis, it takes courage to be a leader—courage to speak the truth, and to point the way. . . . to say, "Follow Me!" In a crisis, it takes action to survive. . . . the kind of decisive action that comes from a man of sound instinct, as well as intelligence.

If America is to survive this crisis . . . if the youth of America are to play their role in the formation of the future . . . if the youth of America are to become a part of the American Establishment, and they've got to act. They've got to act now.
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•
The Tea Party

"This was one week," the Manches
t said on an exasperated note. "I've
heard a lot about it, and I"m not
wondering about it. "I don't want
to hear about it."

"You say that?", and the Manches
t held up the paper.

John Hatch is a name that strikes
everybody's hearts of Pennsylvania
football fans. So have another drink.
After all, it's the time of year again.
The world is always weekly
amusing. It may be hard to remember the
time that once paper has all the way
to another game before the Quakers
lose season. Because, that time the
game, things becomes a little less.
Do you remember the Quaker fans?
Drinking to much.

Both Hatch, remember that bad hospital, a couple of
dropped passes and fumbles, and a certain fourth-and seven
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